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Abstract Full-text search engines are important tools for information retrieval. In
a proximity full-text search, a document is relevant if it contains query terms near
each other, especially if the query terms are frequently occurring words. For each
word in the text, we use additional indexes to store information about nearby words
at distances from the given word of less than or equal toMaxDistance, which is a pa-
rameter. A search algorithm for the case when the query consists of high-frequently
used words is discussed. In addition, we present results of experiments with differ-
ent values ofMaxDistance to evaluate the search speed dependence on the value of
MaxDistance. These results show that the average time of the query execution with
our indexes is 94.7–45.9 times (depending on the value ofMaxDistance) less than
that with standard inverted files when queries that contain high-frequently occurring
words are evaluated.

1 Introduction

A search query consists of several words. The search result is a list of documents
containing these words. In [10], we discussed a methodologyfor high-performance
proximity full-text searches and a search algorithm. In this paper, we present an
optimization of this algorithm and the results of the experiments in dependence on
its primary parameter.

In modern full-text search approaches, it is important for adocument to contain
search query words near each other to be relevant in the context of the query, espe-
cially if the query contains frequently used words. The impact of the term-proximity
is integrated into modern information retrieval models [19, 3, 8, 7].
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Words appear in texts at different frequencies. The typicalword frequency distri-
bution is described by Zipf’s law [20]. An example of words occurrence distribution
is shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis represents differentwords in decreasing order
of their occurrence in texts. On the vertical axis, we plot the number of occurrences
of each word.

Fig. 1 Example of a word frequency distribution.

Inverted files or indexes [21, 9] are commonly used for full-text search data struc-
tures. With ordinary inverted indexes, for each word in the indexed document, we
store in the index the record(ID,P), whereID is the identifier of the document
andP is the position of the word in the document (for example, an ordinal num-
ber of the word). For proximity full-text searches, we need to store(ID,P) record
for all occurrences of any word in the indexed document. These (ID,P) records are
called “postings”. In this case, the query search time is proportional to the number
of occurrences of the queried words in the indexed documents. Consequently, it is
common for search systems to evaluate queries that contain frequently occurring
words (such as “a”, “are”, “war” and “who”) much more slowly (see Fig. 1) than
queries that contain less frequently occurring, ordinary words (such as “promising”
and “glorious”).

To address this performance problem and to satisfy the demands of the users, we
use additional indexes [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

It is important to evaluate any query with a response time guarantee. A full-
text search query that we can consider to be a “simple inquiry” should produce
a response within two seconds [6]; otherwise, the continuity of thinking can be
interrupted, which will affect the performance of the user.
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1.1 Word Type and Lemmatization

In [11], we defined three types of words.
Stop words: Examples include “and”, “at”, “or”, “not”, “yes”, “who”, “to”, and

“be”. In a stop-words approach, these words are excluded from consideration, but
we do not do so. In our approach, we include information aboutall words in the
indexes. We cannot exclude a word from the search because a high-frequently
occurring word can have a specific meaning in the context of a specific query
[10, 17]; therefore, excluding some words from consideration can induce search
quality degradation or unpredictable effects [17]. Let us consider the query example
“who are you who”. The Who are an English rock band, and “Who are You” is one
of their songs. Therefore, the word “Who” has a specific meaning in the context of
this query.

Frequently used words: These words are frequently encountered but convey
meaning. These words always need to be included in the index.

Ordinary words: This category contains all other words.
We employ a morphological analyzer for lemmatization. For each word in the

dictionary, the analyzer provides a list of numbers of lemmas (i.e., basic or canonical
forms). For a word that does not exist in the dictionary its lemma is the same as the
word itself.

We define three types of lemmas: stop lemmas, frequently usedlemmas and ordi-
nary lemmas. We sort all lemmas in decreasing order of their occurrence frequency
in the texts. This sorted list we call theFL-list. The number of a lemma in theFL-list
is called itsFL-number. Let theFL-number of a lemmaw be denoted byFL(w).

The firstSWCount most frequently occurring lemmas are stop lemmas.
The secondFUCount most frequently occurring lemmas are frequently used

lemmas.
All other lemmas are ordinary lemmas.SWCount andFUCount are the parame-

ters.
We useSWCount = 700 andFUCount = 2100 in the experiments presented.
If an ordinary lemmaq occurs in the text so rarely thatFL(q) is irrelevant, then

we can say thatFL(q) =∼. We denote by “∼” some large number.
Let us consider the following text, with the identifierID1: “All was fresh around

them, familiar and yet new, tinged with the beauty ”. This is an excerpt from Arthur
Conan Doyle’s novel “Beyond the City”.

After lemmatization: [all] [be] [fresh] [around] [they] [familiar] [and] [yet] [new]
[ting, tinge] [with] [the] [beauty].

With FL-numbers: [all: 60] [be: 21] [fresh: 2667] [around: 2177] [they: 134]
[familiar: ∼] [and: 28] [yet: 632] [new: 376] [ting:∼, tinge:∼] [with: 40] [the: 10]
[beauty:∼].

Stop lemmas: “all”, “be”, “they”, “and”, “yet”, “new”, “with”, “the”.
Frequently used lemmas: “fresh”, “around”.
Ordinary lemmas: “ting”, “tinge”, “beauty”, “familiar”.
In this example we can see that some words have several lemmas. The word

“tinged” has two lemmas, namely, “ting” and “tinge”. Another example is the word
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“mine” that has two lemmas, namely, “mine” and “my”, withFL-numbers of 2482
for “mine” and 264 for “my”.

1.2 Query Type

Let us define the following query types.

QT1) All lemmas of the query are stop lemmas.
QT2) All lemmas of the query are frequently used lemmas.
QT3) All lemmas of the query are ordinary lemmas.
QT4) The query contains frequently used and ordinary lemmas; there are no stop lem-

mas in the query.
QT5) The query contains stop lemmas. The query also contains frequently used and/or

ordinary lemmas.

We presented the results of experiments [10] while showing that the average
query execution time with our additional indexes was 94.7 times less than that re-
quired when using ordinary inverted files, whenQT1 queries are evaluated. The
experimental query set contained 975QT1 queries, and each was performed three
times. The total search time with ordinary inverted indexeswas 8 hours 59 minutes.
The total search time with our additional indexes was 6 minutes 24 seconds.

Let MaxDistance be a parameter that can take a value of 5 or 7 or even more. In
[10], we presented the results of experiments withMaxDistance = 5.

Before, in [13], we had presented the results of experimentsshowing that the av-
erage number of postings per query with our additional indexes was 51.5 times less
than that required when using ordinary inverted files, when queries withQT2–QT5
types are evaluated (theQT1 type is excluded).MaxDistance= 5. The experimental
query set contained 5955QT2–QT5 queries.

In [13], we also presented the results of experiments showing that the average
number of postings per query with our additional indexes was263 times less than
that required when using ordinary inverted files, when queries withQT1–QT5 types
are evaluated and when theQT1 type search is limited by an exact search (that is,
for a QT1 query, we find only documents that contain all query words near each
other and without other words between, but the query words can be in any order
in the indexed document).MaxDistance = 5. This limitation we had overcome in
[10, 16] by introducing a new type of additional index (three-component key index)
for theQT1 queries. The experimental query set contained 4500 queries, where 330
areQT1 queries and 462 areQT2–QT4 queries.

In this paper, in a continuation of [10], we present the results of experiments for
QT1 queries whenMaxDistance = 5, 7 and 9. With these results, we can evalu-
ate the search speed with three-component key indexes dependent on the value of
MaxDistance.

We use different additional indexes depending of the type ofthe query [10].
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QT1) Three-component key( f ,s, t) indexes.
QT2) Two-component key(w,v) indexes.
QT3) Ordinary indexes, skipping NSW (near stop words) records[10].
QT4) Ordinary indexes with skipping NSW records [10] and two-component key in-

dexes.
QT5) Ordinary indexes with NSW records and two-component key indexes. For each

frequently used or ordinary lemma in each document, a record(ID, P, NSW
record) is included in the ordinary index.ID is the ordinal number of the docu-
ment.P is the corresponding word’s ordinal number within the document. The
NSW record contains information about all stop lemmas occurring near posi-
tion P (at a distance≤ MaxDistance). This information is efficiently encoded
[11, 12, 13] and allows to take into account any stop lemmas that occurring near
P. The postings for a lemma in the ordinary index can be stored in two data
streams: the first contains(ID,P) records, and the second contains NSW records.
In this case, we can skip NSW records when they are not required.

2 The Search Algorithm

2.1 The Search Algorithm General Structure

Our search algorithm is described in Fig. 2.
Let us consider the following query: “who are you who”.

Table 1 The Search Algorithm General Structure.

Phase Result of the phase
1. Lemmatization. The query after lemmatization:

[who: 293] [are: 268, be: 21] [you: 47] [who: 293].
2. Building Sub Query List Q1: [who: 293] [are: 268], [you: 47] [who: 293].
(if required by the query type). Q2: [who: 293] [be: 21], [you: 47] [who: 293].
3. Evaluation of the Sub Queries.Results ofQ1.

Results ofQ2.
4. Combining results. Combined result set sorted according to relevancy.

Let us consider the phase 3 in more detail. We evaluate the subqueries in the
loop. We select a non-processed sub query. If no such sub query exists, then all sub
queries are processed and we go to the next phase. Otherwise,we evaluate the sub
query and go to the start of the loop.

Results of a sub query are the list of records(ID,P,E,R). ID is the identifier
of the document.P is the position of the start of the fragment of text within the
document that contains the query.E is the position of the end of the fragment of text
within the document that contains the query.R is the relevance of the record.
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Fig. 2 UML diagram of the query evaluation procedure.

In [10], we defined several query types depending on the typesof lemmas they
contain and different search algorithms for these query types. In this paper, we con-
sider sub queries that consist only of stop lemmas.

2.2 Evaluation of a Sub Query that Consists only of Stop Lemmas

To evaluate a sub query that consists only of stop lemmas, three-component key
indexes are used.

The expanded( f ,s, t) index or three-component key index [10] is the list of oc-
currences of the lemmaf for which lemmass andt both occur in the text at distances
less than or equal toMaxDistance from f .

For the sub queryQ1, we can use the (you, are, who) and (you, who, who) in-
dexes. The algorithm for the index selection is described in[10].

For each selected index, we need to create the iterator.
The iterator object for the key( f ,s, t) is used to read the posting list of the( f ,s, t)

key from the start to the end.
The iterator objectIT has the methodIT.Next, which reads the next record from

the posting list.
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The iterator objectIT has the propertyIT.Value that contains the current record
(ID,P). Consequently,IT.Value.ID is theID of the document containing the key,
andIT.Value.P is the position of the key in the document.

For two postingsA = (A.ID,A.P) andB = (B.ID,B.P), we define thatA < B
when one of the following conditions are met:A.ID < B.ID or; (A.ID = B.ID and
A.P < B.P).

The records(ID,P) are stored in the posting list for the given key in increasing
order.

The evaluation of the sub query that consists only of stop lemmas [10] is shown
accordingly in Fig. 3. Broadly speaking, the evaluation of the sub query is a two
level process that is incorporated into the loop (steps 3.1 and 3.2).

Fig. 3 UML diagram of the stop lemma only sub query evaluation procedure.
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2.3 The Optimized Equalize Procedure

2.3.1 Implementation of Equalize with two Binary Heaps

We can implementEqualize with two binary heaps [18]. LetMaxIT be the iterator
with a maximum value ofValue.ID. Let MinIT be the iterator with a minimum
value ofValue.ID. If MaxIT.Value.ID = MinIT.Value.ID, then all iterators have
an equal value ofValue.ID.

A binary heap is an array of elementsH. For any elementsA andB, the compar-
ison operationA < B is defined. This array is indexed from 1.

The binary heap property: for any indexi, H[i]≤H[i×2] andH[i]≤H[i×2+1].

2.3.2 Binary Heap Operations

The binary heap provides the following operations.
Insert(E): adds a new elementE to the heap with a computational complexity

O(log n), wheren is the count of elements inH.
GetMin: returns the minimum element with a computational complexity O(1)

(returns the first element of the array, i.e., top of the heap).
U pdate(i): updates the position of the element with indexi with a computational

complexityO(log n). We will createH as an array of pointers to the iterator objects.
Let us consider an example. For any two elementsA and B in H, we define the
operationA < B asA.Value.ID < B.Value.ID. Let IT be an element inH. When
IT.Next is executed, the value ofIT.Value is changed, and the position ofIT in H
must be updated.

We include in any iterator object two additional fields, namely, MinIndex and
MaxIndex.

We create two heaps, namely,MinHeap andMaxHeap.
ForMinHeap, the operationA < B is defined asA.Value.ID < B.Value.ID.
ForMaxHeap, the operationA < B is defined asA.Value.ID > B.Value.ID.
MinHeap.GetMin returns the pointer to an iterator object with the minimum

value ofValue.ID.
MaxHeap.GetMin returns the pointer to an iterator object with the maximum

value ofValue.ID.
In the code for theInsert andU pdate operations forMinHeap we update the

MinIndex field for any iterator object if its position is changed in theheap’s array.
For any iteratorIT , the value ofIT.MinIndex is always equals to the position of
IT ’s pointer in theMinHeap’s array.

In the code for theInsert andU pdate operations forMaxHeap we update the
MaxIndex field for any iterator object if its position is changed in theheap’s array.
For any iteratorIT , the value ofIT.MaxIndex is always equals to the position of
IT ’s pointer in theMaxHeap’s array.

An example ofMinHeap andMaxHeap with three iterators is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Example ofMinHeap andMaxHeap with three iterators.

IteratorIT1 hasValue.ID = 3, iteratorIT2 hasValue.ID = 10 and iteratorIT3
hasValue.ID = 5.

TheMinHeap array has three cells, and theMaxHeap array has three cells.
The MinHeap andMaxHeap arrays contain pointers to theIT1, IT2 andIT3

iterator objects (i.e., the addresses of these objects). Tocompare two elements of
the MinHeap array, we need to obtain two corresponding iterator objectsby their
addresses and compare theirValue.ID fields.

The pointer to the iterator with the minimum value ofValue.ID, namely,IT1,
is located in the first cell of theMinHeap array. The pointer to the iterator with
the maximum value ofValue.ID, namely,IT2, is located in the first cell of the
MaxHeap array.

2.3.3 Details of the Insert Operation

For example, in the following code fragment we define theInsert(IT ) operation for
MinHeap. Let MinHeap.Count be the current count of elements in the binary heap
MinHeap.

Let MinHeap.Heap be the array with lengthMinHeap.MaxCount, indexed from
1, MinHeap.MaxCount > MinHeap.Count.

1) MinHeap.Count = MinHeap.Count+1.
2) MinHeap.Heap[MinHeap.Count]= IT .
3) IT.MinIndex = MinHeap.Count.
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4) i = MinHeap.Count.
5) While i > 1 andMinHeap.Heap[i].Value.ID < MinHeap.Heap[i/2].Value.ID,

perform steps 5.a–5.e.

a. T = MinHeap.Heap[i], Q = MinHeap.Heap[i/2],
b. MinHeap.Heap[i/2] = T , MinHeap.Heap[i] = Q (swappingT and its parent

element).
c. T.MinIndex = i/2 (updatingMinIndex for T ).
d. Q.MinIndex = i (updatingMinIndex for Q).
e. Assignment:i = i/2.

The updating of theMaxIndex field in MaxHeap is performed in a similar way.
We also need to update theMinIndex andMaxIndex fields in theU pdate opera-

tion.

2.3.4 Implementation of Equalize

We can implementEqualize in the following way.
For any iteratorIT , we includeIT (its pointer) inMinHeap andMaxHeap using

MinHeap.Insert(IT) andMaxHeap.Insert(IT).
Next, in the loop, we perform the following.

1) If MinHeap.GetMin().Value.ID = MaxHeap.GetMin().Value.ID = ID, then
exit from the procedure (for any iteratorIT we haveIT.Value.ID = ID).

2) SelectIT = MinHeap.GetMin().
3) ExecuteIT.Next.
4) If no more postings inIT , then exit fromEqualize and from the search.
5) ExecuteMinHeap.U pdate(IT.MinIndex).
6) ExecuteMaxHeap.U pdate(IT.MaxIndex).
7) Go to step 1.

TheEqualize procedure is shown in Fig. 5.
This implementation ofEqualize is more effective and scalable than the basic

implementation from [10] because all operations in the internal loop have a compu-
tational complexityO(log n), wheren is the number of iterators.

3 Search Experiments

3.1 Search Experiment Environment

In addition to the optimized search algorithm, we discuss the results of search ex-
periments with different values ofMaxDistance.
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Fig. 5 UML diagram of the Equalize procedure.

All search experiments were conducted using a collection oftexts from [10]. The
total size of the text collection is 71.5 GB. The text collection consists of 195000
documents of plain text, fiction and magazine articles.

MaxDistance = 5, 7 or 9.SWCount = 700,FUCount = 2100.
The search experiments were conducted using the experimental methodology

from [10].
We used the following computational resources:
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 920 @ 2.67 GHz. HDD: 7200 RPM. RAM: 24

GB.
OS: Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 Enterprise.
We created the following indexes.
Idx1: ordinary inverted file without any improvements such as NSW records [10].
Idx2: our indexes, including the ordinary inverted index with NSW records and

the(w,v) and( f ,s, t) indexes, withMaxDistance = 5.
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Idx3: our indexes, including the ordinary inverted index with NSW records and
the(w,v) and( f ,s, t) indexes, withMaxDistance = 7.

Idx4: our indexes, including the ordinary inverted index with NSW records and
the(w,v) and( f ,s, t) indexes, withMaxDistance = 9.

Queries performed: 975, all queries consisted only of stop lemmas. The query set
was selected as in [10]. All searches were performed in a single program thread. We
searched all queries from the query set with different typesof indexes to estimate
the performance gain of our indexes.

Query length: from 3 to 5 words.
Studies by Spink et al. [5] have shown that queries with lengths greater than 5 are

very rare. In [5], query logs of a search system were analyzed, and it was established
that queries with a length of 6 represent approximately 1% ofall queries and fewer
than 4% of all queries had more than 6 terms.

3.2 Search Experiments

Average query times:
Idx1: 31.27 sec.,Idx2: 0.33 sec.,Idx3: 0.45 sec.,Idx4: 0.68 sec.
Average data read sizes per query:
Idx1: 745 MB,Idx2: 8.45 MB,Idx3: 13.32 MB,Idx4: 23,89 MB.
Average number of postings per query:
Idx1: 193 million,Idx2: 765 thousands,Idx3: 1.251 million,Idx4: 1.841 million.
We improved the query processing time by a factor of 94.7 withIdx2, by a factor

of 69.4 withIdx3, and by a factor of 45.9 withIdx4 (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Average query exe-
cution times forIdx1, Idx2,
Idx3, andIdx4 (seconds).

The left-hand bar shows the average query execution time with the standard in-
verted indexes. The subsequent bars show the average query execution time with
our indexes withMaxDistance = 5, 7 and 9. Our bars are much smaller than the
left-hand bar because our searches are very quick.

We improved the data read size by a factor of 88 withIdx2, by a factor of 55.9
with Idx3, and by a factor of 31.1 withIdx4 (see Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7 Average data read
sizes per query forIdx1, Idx2,
Idx3, andIdx4 (MB).

We present the differences in the average query execution time for Idx2, Idx3
andIdx4 in Fig. 8 to analyze how the average query execution time depends on the
value ofMaxDistance (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Average query execu-
tion times forIdx2, Idx3, and
Idx4 (seconds).

The left-hand bar shows the average query execution time withMaxDistance= 5.
The subsequent bars show the average query execution time with MaxDistance = 7
and 9.

The search withIdx3 was slower than that withIdx2 by a factor of 1.36, and the
search withIdx4 was slower than that withIdx2 by a factor of 2.06.

We present the differences in the average data read size per query forIdx2, Idx3
andIdx4 in Fig. 9 to analyze how the average data read size depends onthe value
of MaxDistance (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Average data read size
per query forIdx2, Idx3, and
Idx4 (MB).

The left-hand bar shows the average data read size per query with MaxDistance=
5. The subsequent bars show the average data read size per query with MaxDistance=
7 and 9.
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We needed to read from the disk when searching withIdx3 more than withIdx2
by a factor of 1.57. We needed to read from the disk when searching with Idx4 more
than withIdx2 by a factor of 2.82.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

A query that contains high-frequently occurring words induces performance prob-
lems. These problems are usually solved by the following approaches.

1) Vertical and/or horizontal increases in the computing resources and the paral-
lelization of the query execution.

2) Stop words approach.
3) Early termination approaches [1, 4].
4) Next-word and partial phrase auxiliary indexes for an exact phrase search [17, 2].

The stop words approach leads to search quality degradation[10] because in
some queries a high frequently occurring word can have a specific meaning [10, 17],
and skipping such a word could lead to the omission of important search results.

Early termination approaches have trouble integrating proximity into the rele-
vance [10].

Next-word and partial phrase indexes work only for exact phrase searches.
Our approach allows us to solve performance problems without increasing com-

puting resources, and we can process any word in the query andperform arbitrary
queries; these are our advantages.

In this paper, we have introduced an optimized method for full-text searches in
comparison with [10].

In this paper, we investigated searches with queries that contain only stop lem-
mas. Other query types are studied in [13].

We studied the dependence of the query execution time on the value of the param-
eterMaxDistance. The results of the search experiments withMaxDistance = 5,7,
and 9 are presented. We also proved that a three-component key index can be created
with a relatively large value ofMaxDistance = 9 to allow the effective execution of
queries with a length of up to 9 (larger queries need to be divided into parts).

We have presented the results of experiments showing that, when queries contain
only stop lemmas, the average time of the query execution with our indexes is 94.7–
45.9 times less (with a value ofMaxDistance from 5 to 9) than that required when
using ordinary inverted indexes.

When we discuss our indexes, we have shown that with an increase in the value
of MaxDistance from 5 to 7, the average query execution time increases 1.36 times.
We have shown that with an increase inMaxDistance from 5 to 9, the average query
execution time increases 2.06 times. The increase inMaxDistance has a significant
impact when we are searching queries that contain only stop lemmas with three
component key indexes, but it is still much faster than a search with the standard
inverted indexes (improved by a factor of 45.9 forMaxDistance = 9).
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In the future, it will be interesting to investigate other types of queries in more
detail and to optimize index creation algorithms for largervalues ofMaxDistance.
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